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We measured the train draft at actual passing of the type E954 
Shinkansen high-speed test train on the platform of a station with 
no passing tracks to investigate the effect of train draft.  Based on 
the results of those measurements, we checked if the wind speed 
was within the permissible limit from the perspective of safety and 
examined the need to reduce train draft intensity by means such as 
increasing the height of platform safety fences. 

Furthermore, we carried out measurements at stations and tests 
using models to establish a quantitative evaluation method for the 
pressure variation in a fully covered shed when a high-speed train 
enters.  Then we proposed an evaluation formula based on that 
method.

Train Draft Generating Mechanism2
There are two types of mechanism for train draft.  One is wind by 
pressure variation caused around the moving car body as a train 
runs due to air viscosity (Fig. 1).  The other is wind by compression 
waves generated when the front part of a train passes.  The former 
is generally observed in many sections, including open sections; 
the latter is observed in tunnels and at fully covered shed.  Train 
draft caused at one passing of a train can be broken down into the 
three aspects shown in Fig. 2.1)

· Source flow: Flow put off from the front part of a train in the 
front and side directions

· Boundary layer flow: Flow along the car body side due to 
friction

· Wake: Flow in the area of lower pressure at the rear part of a 
train

Introduction1

Effect of Train Draft on Platforms and in Station Houses
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The wind generated around trains when they pass a station at high speed (train draft) sometimes generates high wind speeds on 
the platform.  This is particularly evident on platforms of stations without passing tracks.  Train draft also sometimes causes rapid 
pressure variation in station houses where the platform level is covered with a roof and walls (fully covered shed), and such pressure 
variation may cause gusts in the station house.  Such a situation poses concerns that passengers may lose their balance and fall 
down at such a train draft and that train draft might cause defects such as cracks and peeling of the finishing of the walls of the 
station house.  We thus took measurements to check the effect of the draft by trains running at high speed.  Based on the results, 
we have developed an evaluation method for the pressure variation in station houses from train speed, rolling stock shape and ratio 
and shape of aperture, and we verified the effectiveness of that method.
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Fig. 2  Aspects of Train Draft

In past studies, wind speed distribution of the boundary layer 
was approximated by formula 1 below.  That formula was used 
because the boundary layer tends to be thicker toward the rear of a 
train, similar to with the turbulent boundary layer where boundary 
layer flow follows a flat plate.1)  As shown in the formula, the wind 
speed of a train draft tends to increase in proportion to the train 
speed and attenuate as it goes further from the car body side.  Fig. 3 
is an example of measurements shown in reference document 3.

Formula 1
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covered shed and Station B that has a fully covered shed when the 
type E954 Shinkansen high speed test train (Fig. 7) passed at over 
300 km/h (Fig. 8).

We made measurements at 1.4 m above the platform floor 
surface (1.6 m at Station B, slightly higher than the platform safety 
fence) using four ultrasonic anemometers installed at right angles 
to the track.  Of the measurement results, Fig. 9 and 10 show 
examples of the observed wave shapes of the wind speed and wind 
pressure at approx. 2 m from the train (position of the platform 
safety fence).  Those can be typical indicators to see the effect on 
passengers.  Fig. 9 and 10 show that the maximum wind speed was 

Safety Indicators of and 
Countermeasures against Train Draft3

The values shown below were specified as passenger safety 
indicators in the Japan National Railways (JNR) era.  Measures 
have been taken for Shinkansen trains to prevent wind speed from 
exceeding those values, including securing space from the edge 
of the platform and installing platform safety fences.3)  Fig. 4 and 
5 respectively show measurements of the relationship between 
distance from the platform edge and wind speed and a study of 
wind intensity reduction with a platform safety fence as shown in 
reference document 3.

Measurement of Train Draft on 
Platforms4

Based on the aforementioned two types of mechanism of train 
draft generation, we know that train draft varies with the different 
structures of sheds shown in Fig. 6.  We thus measured wind speed 
and wind pressure of train draft at Station A that has a partially 

Fig. 3  Example of Train Draft Measurements 
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Fig. 5  Example of Study of Train Draft Intensity Reduced by Platform Safety Fence

Fig. 7  Type E954 Shinkansen High-speed Test Train

Fig. 6  Difference in Shed Structure

Fig. 9  Train Draft at a Partially Covered Shed Station (Station A)

Fig.  8 Measurement of Wind Speed (Left: Station A, Right: Station B)
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Effect on Finishing of Station House5
Pressure variation occurs in a fully covered shed (Fig. 13) when a 
high-speed train enters the station.  This pressure variation might 
cause cracks and peeling of the finishing and loosening of screws5).  
We know that pressure variation can be controlled by adding 
apertures, but a quantitative evaluation method of the effectiveness 
had not been established.  We have thus identified affecting factors 
and proposed a simple calculation formula.

Characteristics of the Pressure 
Variation6

A pressure field occurs around a running train as shown in Fig. 
1.  Since this pressure field moves together with the train, pressure 
variation is observed near the passing train.  Fig. 14 shows an 
example of the pressure variation wave shape measured at a fully 
covered shed.  It is a characteristic of stations of this structure that 
positive pressure occurs when the front part of the train passes and 
negative pressure occurs when the rear part passes.

caused at both stations by the wake after the train passed, while the 
wave shape of wind speed varied greatly as time passed.

Fig. 11 thus shows for Station B the relationship between the 
train speed and the maximum speed of the wake, which can be 
regarded a typical indicator.  According to Fig. 11, the maximum 
wind speed of the wake at the passing of the type E954 Shinkansen 
high speed test train at approx. 350 km/h was around 5 - 10 m/s, 
equivalent to the maximum wind speed caused by a series E2 
Shinkansen train in operation (250 - 265 km/h).  From that, we 
can confirm that the safety target of 6 - 9 m/s is for the most part 
met.  Furthermore, we see from a comparison with the results of 
similar measurements in FY 20034) that the train draft intensity 
was greatly reduced at Station B with a fully covered shed.  That 
was because an additional vent installed on the wall at the center 
of the station controlled pressure rise in the station house (Fig. 
12).  As far as we can see based on those measurement results, we 
believe no countermeasures to reduce train draft intensity such as 
increasing the height of the platform safety fence are needed.
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Fig. 10  Train Draft at a Fully Covered Shed (Station B)
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Fig. 14  Pressure Variation Wave Shape Observed at Fully Covered Shed
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Conclusion8
We did not observe in measurements of train draft on platforms wind 
speed higher than the safety target when the type E954 Shinkansen 
high-speed test train passed at around 350 km/h.  However, train 
draft varied significantly over time as shown by the observed 
wave shape.  We thus believe that there are limits to evaluating by 
maximum instantaneous wind speed alone the effect train draft 
has on the balance of passengers.  In the future, we believe that 
research will be needed to recommend a more reasonable evaluation 
indicator that takes into account factors such as area of the body 
on which train draft blows (decreased by installing platform safety 
fences, probably causing lower wind speed at heights lower than the 
height of the fences) and the duration of train draft effect.

We have suggested a simple calculation method for pressure 
variation in the station house by evaluating affecting factors based on 
measurements and values in past studies.  This method will allow us 
to predict the increase of pressure variation with Shinkansen speed 
increase and calculate the size of openings necessary to reduce pressure.  
Based on calculation results, stations in sections where Shinkansen 
speed will be increased have been already added with openings7).

Evaluation of Pressure Variation7
7.1 Evaluation of Factors Affecting Pressure Variation
We know that the maximum pressure variation tends to be in 
proportion to the square of train speed in open sections (viaduct 
sections) as expressed in the following formula6).

We also confirmed that the maximum pressure variation in 
a fully enclosed station is in proportion to the square of train 
speed7).

Pressure coefficient Cp includes the effects of rolling stock shape, 
cross sectional area of the shed, opening ratio (ratio of the length 
of opening to the cross sectional perimeter of the station shed) and 
distance from the rolling stock center.  Based on the maximum 
pressure variation of a series E2 train measured at an actual station, 
we calculated the pressure coefficient using formula 2.  As shown 
in Fig. 15 of the relationship between opening ratio and pressure 
coefficient, we can see linear correlation between opening ratio and 
pressure coefficient according to cross sectional area of the shed.  
We thus evaluated the effect of aperture ratio from the results.  We 
also evaluated the effect of rolling stock shape per train type based 
on past studies7).  For other affecting factors, we proposed a simple 
calculation formula of the maximum pressure variation based on the 
evaluation formula in past studies8).  

7.2 Comparison between Measurements and Calculations 
Obtained with Evaluation Formula

Fig. 16 shows a comparison between pressure coefficients 
calculated from measurements at six stations with a fully covered 
shed and pressure coefficients obtained with the simple calculation 
formula.  Both measurements and calculations include results 
of different train speed, shape and cross sectional area and of 
sheds of different size and opening shape.  And we found that 
measurements correspond well to calculations.
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Fig. 15  Relationship between Actual Pressure Coefficient and Opening Ratio

Fig. 16  Comparison of Pressure Coefficient Measurements and Calculations

Formula 2


